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We’re taking comfort to new heights with the Respironics Profile™ Lite Nasal Gel Mask. 

Softer. Lighter. More comfortable – right out of the box. The Profile Lite is also fully customizable for ultimate

comfort and a personal fit. With its enhanced silent exhalation port and multiple spacer options, Profile Lite is

designed to help ensure long-term compliance.



Profile and Comfort Series are trademarks of Respironics, Inc.
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CAUTION:  U. S. federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician. 

Swivel allows circuit
tubing to move freely.

Inner Layer, when
customized, molds to
facial contours.

Ordering Information Part Number

Small Mask Only 1002850
Medium Small Mask Only 1002370
Medium Mask Only 1002371
Small Mask with Headgear 1004087
Medium Small Mask with Headgear 1004088
Medium Mask with Headgear 1004089
Special sizes available upon request.

Replacement Parts
Deluxe Headgear 1002800
Exhalation Device 1004395
Large Gel Cushion Pad 1004291
Small Gel Cushion Pad 1004292
Extra Large Gel Cushion Pad 1008869

With its softer, lighter cushion, Respironics
Profile Lite Nasal Gel Mask is extremely
comfortable right out of the box. The unique gel
cushion and forehead pad gently rest against
the patient’s face for a soft, pillowy fit.

Not only is the Profile Lite a comfortable off-the-
shelf mask, it’s also a fully customizable mask.
The simple, 10-minute customization process
molds the mask to the individual’s facial
contours for a personalized seal. Your patients
can easily customize the mask on their own,
repeating the process as needed, to find the
perfect fit. A personalized seal and a better fit
means fewer visits and improved operating
costs for you.

Most patients fit one of three sizes so there is
no need to stock a large inventory of numerous
sizes. If you do come across a special size
requirement, other sizes can be special ordered
or a standard size can be customized.

The Profile Lite consists of four parts and just
two that need to be cleaned, making it easier to
use and care for than other masks. Also, the
Profile Lite requires less tightening to ensure a
seal, thus improving patient comfort. This may
lead to improved patient compliance. 

To customize Profile Lite, place
the mask in water that has been
boiled. Cool the mask and
press it against the patient’s
face. The heat-absorbent
cushion feels like a warm
compress as it creates the
custom shape.

Unique Outer Layer
is a soft, comfortable 
gel cushion.

Before molding: standard contour shape.

After molding: customized contour shape.

Profile Lite comes with Respironics one-

size-fits-most Deluxe Headgear. This

unique headgear is adjustable in eight places

allowing for a secure, comfortable fit for a

wide range of patients. The Deluxe Headgear

evenly distributes tension, adds stability and

helps prevent mask leaks. Velcro® tabs easily

adjust for a custom patient fit. The Profile Lite

Nasal Mask and Deluxe Headgear

disassemble easily for cleaning and

replacement. The Deluxe Headgear can be

used with most Respironics Masks.

Pressure Ports allow
pressure to be measured
at the mask.

Built-in Flap conforms to
the contours of the nose to
reduce leaks.

Soft Gel Cushion conforms
to contour of forehead.

The Profile™ Lite Mask: 
One-of-a-kind comfort. 
Two-in-one convenience.

Built-in Silent Exhalation
Port disperses the air for 
quiet operation.

Covered by one or more of the following patents:
5,540,223; DES. 377,089; 5,647,357; 5,884,624
Other patents pending


